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Summary 
Night at the Museum 

First Night at the Museum: 
 

The next day Larry gets his torch, his keys and the instruction 
manual. Cecil tells him to do all the things on the instruction manual list.  
”Do them all. Do them in order. Do them quickly.”  He also tells Larry to not 
let anyone in to the museum and to not let anyone out.  
 Larry turns on some lights in the museum and then starts playing with 
the public announcement system. Then he falls asleep. When he wakes up 
notices something is wrong. The dinosaur is missing. Then he sees that the 
dinosaur is alive. He calls Cecil and asks for help. Cecil tells him to follow the 
information in the instruction manual. #1 on the instruction manual says to 
throw the bone. So, Larry throws the bone. The dinosaur likes to play fetch. 
Then Larry sees that everything is alive—the elephants, the cavemen, the 
Easter Island head, Attila the Hun, and everything in the museum. Larry 
escapes from Attila the Hun by going into the elevator. Larry asks himself, 
“What is happening?” 

Number 2 on the instruction manual is lock up the lions or they will eat 
you. Larry locks himself in with the Lions.  The monkey steals his keys, bites 
his nose, and goes to the bathroom on Larry. Then the monkey, Dexter, tears 
up the instruction manual. 
 Larry goes into the diorama area. Some small people shoot darts into 
his face. He gets up and moves away from the darts. Then the western 
people tie ropes around him and make him fall onto the railroad tracks. They 
have a train that they are going to run into Larry’s face. The leader is 
Jedadiah. Larry also meets Octavius, the leader of the Roman Empire. 
Octavius is also a small person from the diorama.  
 Teddy Roosevelt, who is a full sized person, arrives on his horse. He 
gives Larry a ride and helps him escape. Larry asks Teddy Roosevelt “What is 
happening? Why aren’t all the things in the museum dead?” Teddy says that 
he will answer only one question because he believes in self reliance. He 
thinks each person needs to figure out problems by him or her self. Teddy 
explains that the Tablet of Ahkmenrah arrived in 1952 at this museum. 
Since the day it arrived, all the animals and creatures in the museum come 
alive every night. Your job is to make sure everyone stays inside the museum. 
If we are outside at dawn, we turn into dust. As Larry walks away, he says, 
“This job is so not worth $11.50 an hour.” 
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 The next day Larry meets with Cecil, Reginald and Gus. He is angry. He 
says that he needs a job that is not life threatening. He wants to quit, but 
decides to keep the job. He really wants to make his son proud of him. He 
asks Cecil if there is another instruction manual. Cecil says no. But he tells 
him to read some books and learn more about history. Larry follows a 
children’s tour at the museum that Rebecca Hutman is leading. She doesn’t 
understand why Larry is asking her questions. He tells her he wants to learn 
more about the museum because he works there. She agrees to have coffee 
with him in 20 minutes.  
 She tells him that she is working on her Phd. She is writing a 
dissertation, a very long paper on Sacagawea. She really admires Sacagawea. 
Larry tells her that he needs this job because he is divorced father of a 10 
year old. He needs a steady situation for his son. Rebecca tells him some 
things about the people represented in the museum.  
 Later Larry goes to the bookstore and reads about Attila the Hun, and 
other people in the museum. He also looks at information on the internet.  
 The next night is the three guards, Cecil, Reginald and Gus’s, last 
night of work. Reginald stays behind. He makes an impression of Larry’s 
house key. 
 Larry is better prepared the second night. He has an electric car to 
pull the bone for the dinosaur. He gives a lighter to the cavemen. He has a 
big wad of gum for the Easter Island head. He uses a hockey glove so that 
he does not get hit with darts. At the diorama he tells the western guys and 
the Romans that they can be outside of their small spaces if they agree to 
“play nicely”. He tricks the monkey with baby keys. Larry still has the keys 
he needs for his work at the museum. (Somewhere else, a person puts 
museum items in a drawer. This is Larry’s apartment.) Larry does magic for 
Attila the Hun, and he likes it. Then Larry makes a mistake with his magic 
and Attila gets mad again.  
 Things start to go bad. The animals are loose. The monkey steals the 
real keys. The Romans and the western cowboys are fighting all over the 
diorama room floor. The cavemen are on fire. Larry uses the fire 
extinguisher to stop the fire. The cavemen eat the fire retardant foam. 
They like it. They throw foam on Larry. Larry chases Dexter, the monkey. 
One caveman goes outside when he sees a fire there. Larry does not see this 
happen. Larry catches up with the monkey. The monkey slaps Larry. Larry 
slaps the monkey. They have a fight. Teddy Roosevelt tells Larry to stop. 
Larry decides to quit his job. Teddy Roosevelt encourages him to stay.  
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Suddenly Larry sees the caveman outside the museum. Larry tries to get him 
inside, but he is too late. The caveman turns to dust.   
 Early the next morning, Nicky and his friends come to visit Larry at 
work. Larry gets fired by his boss Dr. McPhee. Larry asks Dr. McPhee for 
one more night. Dr. McPhee says okay. “Fool me once, shame on you. Fool me 
twice, shame on me.” 
 Larry asks Nicky to visit him at work. At the end of the day, Rebecca 
sits watching Sacagawea. Larry tells her she has to leave. Rebecca says she 
wishes she could meet Sacagawea. Larry tells Rebecca that the people in the 
museum come alive at night. She doesn’t believe him. She thinks he is making 
fun of her.  
 


